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A novel routing scheme is proposed for virtual cut-through

routing that attempts to combine the low routing delay of

deterministic routing with the exibility and low queuing de-

lays of adaptive routing on k-ary n-cube networks. In this

hybrid routing scheme a message is routed as soon as pos-

sible along a minimal path to its destination even though

the routing choice may not be optimal. Results show that

the disadvantages of making a non-optimal routing decision

are o�set by its speed. Two pipelined implementations of

this hybrid routing mechanism are evaluated and compared

to traditional deterministic and adaptive implementations.

The experimental evaluations show that both hybrid imple-

mentations do indeed achieve their objectives under various

types of tra�c patterns.

Index Terms: deterministic routing, adaptive routing,

virtual cut-through switching, pipelined router, router com-

plexity.

1 Introduction

This paper reports on the implementation and evaluation

of a hybrid routing scheme that combines the advantages of

deterministic and adaptive routing. An expanded version of

this paper can be found in [1]

In the deterministic, or dimension-ordered, routing algo-

rithm a message is routed along decreasing dimensions with a

dimension decrease occurring only when zero hops remain in

all higher dimensions. Virtual channels (VCs) are included

in the router to avoid deadlock [6]. Deterministic routing

can su�er from congestion since only a single path between

source and destination can be used.

In adaptive routing, messages are not restricted to a sin-

gle path and the choice of path can be made dynamically

in response to current network conditions. Such schemes

are more exible, minimize unnecessary waiting, and pro-

vide fault-tolerance. Several studies have demonstrated that

adaptive routing can achieve a lower latency, for the same

load, than deterministic routing when measured by a con-

stant clock cycle for both routers [12, 14].

The delay experienced by a message, at each node, can

be broken down into: router delay and queuing (or waiting)

delay. The former is determined primarily by the complexity

of the router. The latter is determined by the congestion

at each node which in turn is determined by the degrees

of freedom the routing algorithm allows a message. Note

that the router delay is directly related to the cycle time of

the router. The main performance advantage of adaptive

routing (besides its fault-tolerance) is that it reduces the
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Figure 1: Message latency of deterministic (D) and adap-

tive (A) routing on a 10-ary 3-cube network under random

uniform tra�c and with message length of 8 its.

queuing delay by providing multiple path options.

However, the router delay for deterministic routers, and

consequently their corresponding clock cycles, can be signif-

icantly lower than adaptive routers [2, 4]. This di�erence in

router delays is due to two main reasons: number of VCs

and output (OP) channel selection. Two VCs are su�cient

to avoid deadlock in dimension ordered routing [6]; while

adaptive routing (as described in [8, 3]) requires a minimum

of three VCs in k-ary n-cube networks. In dimension-ordered

routing, the OP channel selection policy only depends on in-

formation contained in the message header itself. In adaptive

routing the OP channel selection policy depends also on the

state of the router (i.e the occupancy of various VCs) causing

increased router complexity and higher router delays.

The results reported in [2, 4] show that the router de-

lays for adaptive routers are about one and a half to more

than twice as long as the dimension-order router for worm-

hole routing. The advantage of adaptive routing in reducing

queuing delays is evaluated and reported in [9] for worm-hole

routing. A typical comparison of deterministic versus adap-

tive routing message latencies (accounting for the di�erences

in cycle times) is shown in Figure 1: at low tra�c and for

short to moderate message sizes, the latency of deterministic

routing is smaller [9, 15]. However, the exibility of adaptive

routing provides smaller queuing delays and a much higher

saturation point.

In this paper we propose and evaluate a novel routing

scheme for virtual cut-through switching that attempts to

combine the low router delay of deterministic routing with

the exibility and low queuing delays of adaptive routing.

The hybrid routing scheme is similar in concept to the hot

potato algorithm and making the common case fast: a mes-
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sage is routed as soon as possible although the choice may

not be optimal, and this routing decision is fast. The re-

sults show that the disadvantages of making a non-optimal

routing decision are o�set by its speed. This hybrid routing

mechanism relies on pipelined implementations where dif-

ferent paths and stages are used for di�erent routing modes.

The experimental evaluation of this router shows that it can

achieve, under most conditions, the low latency of the de-

terministic approach as well as the high saturation point of

the adaptive one.

The deterministic and adaptive routing algorithms are

described in Section 2 along with the model of the routing

delay for virtual cut-through switching. The hybrid routing

scheme is described in Section 3. Results from the experi-

mental evaluation comparing the hybrid router to the deter-

ministic and adaptive ones under various tra�c patterns for

k-ary n-cube networks are reported in Section 4. Concluding

remarks are given in Section 6.

While the work described in this paper relates to a k-

ary n-cube, the concepts and router architecture can easily

be extended to other topologies. These results are valid for

networks designed for chip or multi-machine level implemen-

tations (NOWs).

2 Deterministic and Adaptive Routing

The interconnection network model considered in this

study is a k-ary n-cube using virtual cut-through switch-

ing [13]: message advancement is similar to worm-hole rout-

ing [16], except that the body of a message can continue

to progress even while the message head is blocked, and the

entire message can be bu�ered at a single node. Note that

a header it can progress to a next node only if the whole

message can �t in the destination bu�er. For simplicity all

message lengths are equal.

2.1 Routing Models

In the deterministic routing scheme (dimension-order

routing) [6], a message is routed along decreasing dimen-

sions with a dimension decrease occurring only when zero

hops remain in all higher dimensions. By assigning an order

to the network dimensions, no cycle exists in the channel-

dependency graph and the algorithm is deadlock-free.

The adaptive routing scheme considered in this work (Du-

ato's or *-channels algorithm) is described in [8, 3]. In

this algorithm, adaptive routing is obtained by using adap-

tive VCs along with dimension-order routing. A message is

routed on any adaptive channel until it is blocked. Once

blocked, a message is routed using dimension-order routing

if possible. Note that a message may return to the adaptive

channels in the following routing decisions if the adaptive

channels are available. This algorithm has been proven to

be deadlock-free as long as the message size is greater than

the bu�er size (i.e. size of the the VC) and as long as a

message's header it is allowed to advance to the next node

only if the receiving queue at that node is empty. If the mes-

sage size is less than the bu�er size, deadlock is prevented
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Figure 2: Schematics of deterministic and adaptive 2D

routers

by allowing a message to advance only as long as the whole

message �ts in the receiving queue at that node. This algo-

rithm requires a minimum of three VCs per dimension per

node for each physical unidirectional channel. Therefore, the

number of VCs grows linearly with network size.

2.2 Switching Models

In this study, both the deterministic and adaptive routing

schemes use one unidirectional physical channel (PC) per

dimension per node. Figure 2 shows a schematic for each

of the routers in 2D. In the deterministic routing case, both

high and low VCs of each dimension are multiplexed onto

one PC. In the adaptive routing case, the two deterministic

and one adaptive VCs are multiplexed onto one PC. For both

cases there is only one PC for the sink channel. Once this

channel is assigned to a message, it is not released until the

whole message has �nished its transmission.

The deterministic router uses storage bu�ers associated

with OP channels, while the adaptive router uses storage

bu�ers associated with input (IP) channels. When using OP

bu�ers, the routing decision must be made before bu�ering

the message which is ideal for deterministic routing since

only one choice is available for an incoming message.

When using IP bu�ers, the routing decision must be made

after bu�ering the message. It is suitable for adaptive rout-
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ing since a message can usually be routed on several possible

OP channels. The adaptive router implements a round-robin

IP message selection policy which checks for messages �rst

among all adaptive bu�ers and then among all deterministic

bu�ers.

OP channel selection is performed by giving priority to

those channels in the dimension with the greatest number

of hops remaining for the selected message. Each dimension

with decreasing number of remaining hops is tried until a

free channel is found or all channels have been tried. By

using this OP channel selection policy, the greatest amount

of adaptivity is retained which reduces blocking.

2.3 Modeling Router Delay

In this section we describe a router delay model for the

virtual cut-though deterministic and adaptive routers. The

model is based on the ones described in [4, 2, 9]. These mod-

els account for both the logic complexity of the routers as

well as the size of the crossbar as determined by the number

of VCs that are multiplexed on one PC. These models were

modi�ed to account for the varying bu�er space used in vir-

tual cut-through switching. The parameters of these models

are as follows:

The address decoding term (TAD) includes the time for

examining the packet header and creating new packet head-

ers for all possible routes. The time required for selecting

among all these possible routes is included in the routing

arbitration delay (TARB). The crossbar delay (TCB) is the

time for data to go through the switch's crossbar. It is usu-

ally implemented with a tree of gates. The ow control delay

(TFC) includes the time for ow control between routers to

prevent bu�er overow. TSEL is the time to select the ap-

propriate header. Finally, the VC controller delay (TV C)

includes the delay for multiplexing VCs onto PCs.

For all dimension-order routers simulated here, the num-

ber of degrees of freedom (F ) equals one since there exists

one routing option for each message. The number of switch

crossbar ports (P ) is three because a deterministic router

routes a message in either the same dimension on which the

message came (on either the low or high channel) or routes

it to the next dimension. For all of the adaptive routers,

F = P � 2(n� 1) where n is the number of network dimen-

sions. This relationship holds because adaptive routing can

select among all adaptive channels as well as among the ap-

propriate deterministic channels. Note that this relationship

includes the delivery port.

Delay equations for the routers are derived, using the

above parameters. The constants in these equations were

obtained in [4] using router designs along with gate-level

timing estimates based on a 0.8 micron CMOS gate array

process. The three main operations (delays) prevalent in all

of the routers simulated here are as follows: Tr is the time

to route a message, Ts is the time to transfer a it to the

corresponding OP channel, and Tc is the time to transfer a

it across a PC. The equations are:

Tr = TAD + TARB + TSEL = 4:7 + 1:2log2F

Ts = TFC + TCB + TLatch = 2:0 + 0:6log2B + 0:6log2P

B Tr Ts Tc CC Period

8 4.70 4.75 6.74 6.74

16 4.70 5.35 6.74 6.74

24 4.70 5.70 6.74 6.74

32 4.70 5.95 6.74 6.74

48 4.70 6.30 6.74 6.74

64 4.70 6.55 6.74 6.74

96 4.70 6.90 6.74 6.90

Table 1: a- Deterministic router delays (C = 2, P = 3,

F = 1) for k-ary 3-cube networks (all values in nsec)

B Tr Ts Tc CC Period

8 7.80 5.79 7.09 7.80

16 7.80 6.39 7.09 7.80

24 7.80 6.74 7.09 7.80

32 7.80 6.99 7.09 7.80

48 7.80 7.34 7.09 7.80

64 7.80 7.59 7.09 7.80

96 7.80 7.94 7.09 7.94

Table 2: b- Adaptive router delays (C = 3, P = 10,

F = 6) for k-ary 3-cube networks (all values in nsec)

Tc = 4:9 + TV C = 6:14 + 0:6log2C

Using the above equations, the delay values were calcu-

lated for each of the router algorithms simulated and are

shown in Tables 1 and 2. It is assumed that all three oper-

ations are overlapped through pipelining as described in [9],

and therefore the clock period is determined by the longest

delay: Tccperiod =Max(Tr; Ts; Tc)

From the data in Tables 1 and 2, we observe that increas-

ing the bu�er size in deterministic and adaptive routers, in-

creases the overall router delay only when large bu�er sizes

are used. In deterministic routers, for small and moderate

bu�er sizes the clock cycle is dominated by the transfer time

Tc while for larger ones it is dominated by the switching time

Ts. In adaptive routers, the cycle time is dominated by Tr
for small and moderate bu�er sizes and dominated by Ts for

large bu�er sizes.

All of these added delays result in adaptive routers that

are 15 to 16 % slower than deterministic routers. These

results are similar to the results in [2] where 15% to 60%

improvement is required for f-at routers with similar num-

ber of VCs and under worm-hole routing.

3 Hybrid Routing

This section describes the mechanism of the hybrid rout-

ing scheme along with two implementations: a pipelined

hybrid router (PHR) and a super-pipelined hybrid router

(S-PHR).

3.1 Hybrid Router Model

The hybrid router consists of three logically independent

and pipelined message paths: a Fast Deterministic Path
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(FDP), a Slow Deterministic Path (SDP), and an Adap-

tive Path (AP)1. The routing algorithm is shown in Figure

3 while the pipeline stages of the router are shown in Figure

4 and 5. Note that the longest stage in all paths determines

the maximum cycle time of the hybrid router.

The FDP has the highest priority and is used for a mes-

sage it entering on a deterministic channel that is also

able to leave on a deterministic channel of the same type

(low/high) and dimension. Although the choice to route de-

terministically �rst may reduce adaptivity, the routing deci-

sion and switching logic along this fast path is simpler than

the traditional deterministic and adaptive routing and re-

quires the least number of stages: h+ d stages for a header

it and d stages for a data it.

If a message cannot be routed along the FDP (i.e. if a

deterministic channel of the same type is not available or a

message is being switched to a di�erent type or dimension),

then the message is sent along the SDP which requires more

logic and more stages than the FDP.

The AP is used to adaptively route a message and has

the lowest priority. It is only used when both the FDP and

SDP are unavailable. Both the SDP and AP take H + D

cycles for a header it and D cycles for a data it, where

(H + D) > (h + d). Although a header it requires more

cycles than a data it, a data it must always follow a header

it. Therefore, a data it will block if the header it has not

yet advanced through a given stage.

This routing scheme is deadlock free: for any given mes-

sage, the selection of paths is always a true subset of those

that could be selected by the adaptive algorithm in [8].

Since the adaptive algorithm has been proven deadlock free,

the hybrid is also deadlock free.

3.2 Pipelined Implementations

The Pipelined Hybrid Router (PHR) implementation is

shown in Figure 4. It uses the ow chart in Figure 3 where

h = d = H = 1 and D = 2 and corresponds to a 2/1 stage

pipeline for the FDP and a 3/2 stage pipeline for the SDP

and AP. Because the routing decision and switching logic

of the FDP is simplest among all the paths, the Tr and Ts
delays combine into one stage (FD1), while the Tc delay is

kept in a separate stage (FD2). The SDP and AP are more

complex and require separate stages for each of the Tr, Ts,

and Tc delays, resulting in a 3/2 stage pipeline. Note that

the crossbar is physically shared between both SDP and AP

and all paths share the VC control logic.

The Super-Pipelined Hybrid Router (S-PHR) relies on

deep pipelines to implement the hybrid router. Using deep

pipelines can increase overall throughput at the cost of ad-

ditional latch delays. Also the clock skew becomes more

prominent: if the clock cycle becomes as small as the sum of

the clock skew and latch overhead, further pipelining is no

longer useful. An important factor to consider is an e�cient

use of the pipeline stages. Since the stages in all three paths

are e�ciently used in the PHR, the work in each stage of the

PHR is divided into two stages in the S-PHR. Therefore, the

1Some physical stages are actually shared among these logi-

cally independent paths.

2/1 stage pipeline in the FDP of the PHR becomes a 4/2

stage pipeline in the S-PHR, while the SDP and AP paths

are modi�ed from 3/2 stage pipelines to 6/4 stage pipelines.

Once again, the crossbar is physically shared between both

SDP and AP and all paths share the VC control logic. Fig-

ure 5 shows the new schematic for this super-pipeline. Note

that the main di�erence between the PHR and S-PHR is the

number of stages required for each path. The ow chart in

Figure 3 is used in the S-PHR where h = d = H = 2 and

D = 4.

3.3 Clock Cycle Times

The performance of the pipelined and super-pipelined im-

plementations of the hybrid router is compared to the cor-

responding implementations of both the deterministic and

adaptive routers.

Pipelined Router Implementation. Both the deter-

ministic and adaptive routers are implemented as a 3/2 stage

pipeline, where 3 stages are required for a header it and 2

stages are required for a data it. The cycle times for both

are obtained using the equations in Section 2.3. Note that

the deterministic router is not implemented using a 2/1 stage

pipeline as in the hybrid router. This is because to accom-

modate both the routing and switching delays for the Fast

Deterministic Path into one stage would require the deter-

ministic router's cycle time to be comparable to that of the

adaptive router's. This greater cycle time would o�set any

advantage gained from having fewer number of cycles. Sim-

ulation results supporting this conclusion can be found in

[1].

In the more complex hybrid router, the cycle time for

its 3/2 stage pipeline path is much larger than that for the

3/2 stage pipeline in the deterministic router. Therefore

all the necessary logic in the FDP of the hybrid router can

�t into a 2/1 stage pipeline implementation without greatly

increasing the cycle time of its 3/2 stage pipeline paths (SDP

and AP paths). Since the cycle time is not greatly increased

by adding the 2/1 stage pipeline path (FDP), the advantage

of fewer number of cycles is retained. The cycle time of

the pipelined hybrid router (PHR) is simply one gate delay

larger than that of the adaptive router to account for the

increased critical path length due to the inclusion of the 2/1

stage pipeline path (FDP).

Super-Pipelined Router Implementation. The

super-pipelined implementation for all routers consists of di-

viding the work in each stage of its corresponding pipelined

implementation into two. This results in a 6/4 stage super-

pipeline for the adaptive router and a 4/2 stage super-

pipeline for the FDP of the hybrid router and a 6/4 stage

super-pipeline for the SDP and AP.

The deterministic router's super-pipelined implementa-

tion is also implemented using the FDP and SDP. This is

because, unlike its pipelined router implementation, hav-

ing a fast path with fewer cycles does bene�t the super-

pipelined deterministic router. This results because channel
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Deterministic Adaptive Hybrid

B PR S � PR PR S � PR PR S � PR

8 6.74 4.90 7.80 4.90 8.40 5.00

16 6.74 4.90 7.80 4.90 8.40 5.00

32 6.74 4.90 7.80 4.90 8.40 5.00

Table 3: Clock cycle times for all three routers (in nsec) for

k-ary 3-cube networks

delay is the bottleneck in deterministic routers. In the super-

pipelined implementation, the delay required for transferring

a it across the physical wire (4.9 ns) is the longest delay

among all stages and therefore equals the cycle time for the

super-pipelined deterministic router. This cycle time is now

large enough to accommodate all the deterministic router

complexity in a 4/2 stage pipeline.

The Tr and Ts delays for the super-pipelined implementa-

tion of all routers were calculated using their corresponding

pipelined delays in Equation 1.

TS�PR =

�
(TPR � L)

2:0 �G

�
�G+ L (1)

The Tr and Ts delays for the super-pipelined implemen-

tation are represented as TS�PR in Equation 1, while their

corresponding pipelined router (PR) delays are represented

by TPR. The setup time for the latch (L) is 0.8 ns and the

delay for one gate (G) is 0.6 ns.

The super-pipelined Tr and Ts delays for all the routers

involves subtracting the latch setup delay to obtain the com-

binational logic delay which is then split in two in the super-

pipelined router. The number of integer gate delays is then

calculated and the latch setup time is added back.

Since the Tc delay consists of a set of gates as well as

a wire, this case is considered separately. The two stages

for the super-pipelined implementation of this delay consist

of the VC controller delay (TvcS�PR = 1:24 + 0:6log2C) in

one stage and the propagation delay which is required for

transferring a it across the physical wire (TpS�PR = 4:9) in

the other stage.

The cycle time for the super-pipelined router (CCS�PR)

is then determined by the longest delay among all super-

pipelined stages where TrS�PR and TsS�PR represent the Tr
and Ts super-pipelined implementation delays obtained from

Equation 1:

CCS�PR =Max(TrS�PR ; TsS�PR ; TvcS�PR ; TpS�PR) (2)

The cycle times for the pipelined and super-pipelined im-

plementations of the three routers are shown in Table 3.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Simulations of the deterministic, adaptive and hybrid

routing implementations were performed using a discrete-

time simulator on an 8-ary 3-cube network. The simulations

use a stabilization threshold of a 0.005 di�erence between
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Figure 6: Message latencies of deterministic, adaptive

and hybrid pipelined implementation routers in an 8-ary

3-cube under random uniform tra�c with L=16

tra�c 1000 clock cycles apart to determine steady state.

Message sizes varied from 8 to 32 its and tra�c from 0.1

until saturation was reached in 0.1 increments. The bu�er

sizes used in the simulation are all equal to a single message

length. The adaptive router and the adaptive path in the

hybrid router use three VCs per dimension. The determin-

istic router and the deterministic path in the hybrid router

use two. The simulator implements a back-pressure mecha-

nism which results in a negative slope of the latency versus

accepted tra�c plots at higher loads. The following �ve

di�erent tra�c patterns were simulated: random uniform

complement, perfect shu�e, bit-reversal, and buttery.

4.1 Performance of Hybrid Routing

Figure 6 shows the message latency versus o�ered load

plots of the deterministic, adaptive and hybrid pipelined im-

plementations under random uniform tra�c with message

length of 16 its. Figure 7 shows similar plots for comple-

ment tra�c which has representative behavior of most tra�c

patterns simulated. An expanded version of this paper with

complete results can be found in [1].

Message Latency. Under random uniform tra�c, for

small messages (8 its) the latency of the PHR is not only

lower than the pipelined adaptive one but is also lower

than the pipelined deterministic one at low tra�c. This

is due to the fact that the PHR has a 2/1 stage pipeline

for header/data its, while the deterministic router has a

3/2 stage pipeline. Even though the delay per stage in the

deterministic router is shorter than the PHR's, the greater

number of stages dominates. For medium messages (16 its)

the latency of the PHR is very close to that of the determin-

istic one at low tra�c and follows the adaptive one at higher

tra�c. For larger messages (32 its) the PHR latency is

less than the adaptive one at low tra�c and greater than

the adaptive one at high tra�c. In general, the latency of

the PHR follows the deterministic one at low tra�c and the

adaptive one at high tra�c.

E�ects of Message Length. As message size increases

under random uniform tra�c, the performance advantage of
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the PHR decreases compared to the deterministic and adap-

tive pipelined routers. This is due to the facts that more

messages, and therefore headers, are needed to achieve the

same utilization with short message length and the PHR

has a performance advantage for header its, especially at

low utilization. While the deterministic router has a 3-stage

header it pipeline with a low cycle time, the PHR has a

2-stage deterministic header it pipeline with a higher cycle

time. Since the number of pipeline stages dominates perfor-

mance (and not the cycle time), the performance di�erence

between the routers is greater for small message sizes than

for large message sizes. This di�erence also exists at high

tra�c, although it's much smaller due to the fact that more

message blocking occurs covering up di�erences in header

it time.

E�ects of Tra�c Patterns. The performance of the

PHR under all non-random tra�c patterns is similar to

that for random uniform tra�c. Once again, the PHR per-

forms best at low tra�c, while the adaptive router performs

slightly better at high tra�c. This is due to the higher prior-

ity given to the deterministic paths in the PHR: less choices

are available as a message is routed through the network on

deterministic channels.

Saturation Point. Under random uniform tra�c, the

saturation point of the PHR is, in all cases, much higher

than that of the pipelined deterministic router and is very

close to the adaptive one. One reason for the slight decrease

in saturation point for the PHR with respect to the adaptive

router, is that messages are routed onto the deterministic

channels �rst, reducing the number of options available to

a message later on. As tra�c increases, this e�ect causes

more blocking and slightly smaller saturation points. Under

all non-random tra�c the PHR's saturation point is once

again much higher than that of the pipelined deterministic

router and is very close to the adaptive one.

4.2 E�ects of Super-Pipelining

The e�ects of super-pipelining on message latency are

shown in Figure 7. Under all tra�c patterns, the super-

pipelined implementations for all routers achieve better

overall performance gain than the pipelined implementa-

tions. This is due to the higher throughput that is achieved

by deeper pipelines. Because of the higher throughput,

all super-pipelined routers achieve higher saturation points

than the pipelined implementations.

4.3 E�ects of Path Priorities

The hybrid router's implementation for all the previous

results includes �rst routing on the FDP, then on the SDP,

and �nally on the AP. This scenario is referred to as the

SDP scenario. However, by routing the AP last, adaptivity

that could be utilized at high loads may be lost. Therefore,

simulations were performed to see if switching the priorities

of the AP and SDP would improve performance near satura-

tion. In this scenario, the FDP is still given highest priority.
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Figure 7: Comparison of pipelined and super-pipelined im-

plementations of deterministic, adaptive and hybrid for 8-ary

3-cube (L=16) under complement tra�c

However, the AP is given the next highest priority, followed

by the SDP. This scenario is called the AP scenario.

The simulated results between these two scenarios for all

tra�c patterns are so close that the resulting graphs will not

be shown here. However, such close results demonstrate that

although the AP scenario may allow more routing choices as

load increases, the SDP scenario performs equally well be-

cause of the high priority and low cycle time of the FDP.

Since the FDP has the highest priority, the bene�t of retain-

ing messages on deterministic channels allows the FDP path

to be utilized more often and o�sets any adaptivity loss.

5 Related Work

Some of the earliest work in understanding the e�ects

of router complexity on cycle time involved deterministic

routers [7, 5, 10]. Adaptive and deterministic router im-

plementations were then compared for worm-hole routing

[2, 4, 9]. However, the comparison in [2, 4] does not account

for the reduced queuing delay in adaptive routing. In [9] the

reduction in queuing delay for worm-hole routing is taken

into account and the comparison is based on a constant to-

tal bu�er area.

The Triplex routing algorithm is an example of a multi-

class routing algorithm in which the dynamic selection of

oblivious, minimal fully adaptive, and non-minimal fully

adaptive routing is possible [11]. The Cray T3E router

is also a hybrid router. Messages can be routed determin-

istically or adaptively by simply setting a bit in the header

[17]. The router supports a shortcut for messages that con-

tinue traveling in the same dimension and uses direction-

7



order routing for its deterministic routing algorithm. It also

implements a routing function that bases the VC selection

on the current VC and destination and implements a VC

optimization scheme for VC balancing.

6 Conclusions

This paper reports on the empirical evaluation of a hy-

brid routing scheme which combines the low router delay

of deterministic routing with the exibility and low queuing

delays of adaptive routing. This hybrid routing mechanism

is realized using two di�erent implementations (PHR and S-

PHR) in which di�erent paths and stages of the router are

used for di�erent routing modes. The scheme also relies on

making the "common case fast" and is similar in concept to

the hot potato algorithm.

The results from the simulation evaluation of this scheme

show that both implementations of the hybrid router do

achieve their objectives: a message latency comparable to

that of the deterministic router at low tra�c and a satura-

tion point close to that of the adaptive router at high tra�c.

In addition, deeper pipelines achieve better overall perfor-

mance gain than the pipelined implementations.
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